Annual Men’s Club Sports Breakfast
Sunday, January 27, 2019

Presenting Guest Speaker
Curtis Martin
Former New York Jet & Member of the Pro Football Hall of Fame

Details on page 9
LIFE CYCLE EVENTS

As of December 18, 2018

MAZEL TOV
Donna Weiss, son, Alexander, becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Bart Weiss, son, Alexander, becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Donna Weiss, son, Jackson, becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Bart Weiss, son, Jackson, becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Larry Aronson, son, Benjamin, becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Susan & Ed Shangold, son, Noah, becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Zina & Gary Smolyanskiy, son, Sean, becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Maya Zilbert, daughter, Mia Meykler, becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Stacy Lipstein, son, Harrison, becoming a Bar Mitzvah

Ellen & Peter Klein, grandson, Eli Mandel-Klein, becoming a Bar Mitzvah

Barbara & Mark Gersten, on the engagement of their son David Gersten to Lauren Hecht

Barbara Birnbaum, on being honored by the JCC MetroWest at the 2nd Annual Celebration of Women of Valor.

CONDOLENCES
Vicki Halper
Matthew Halper
Andrew Halper
Jane Eisenstat
Andrea Grover
Renee Brody Levow

ON THE PASSING OF
husband, Irwin Halper
father, Irwin Halper
father, Irwin Halper
brother, Irwin Halper
brother, Merritt Peck
mother, Florence Brody
TBA ANNUAL GIVING

PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 2018-2019

We thank you in advance for your participation in TBA’s Annual Giving program. Let’s ALL support Temple B’nai Abraham together and be Partners in Leadership! Pledge payments are due by February 28, 2019.

Merle H. Kalishman Chair: TBA Annual Giving—Partners in Leadership Committee
Julie Silbermann, Chair, Development Committee

As of December 18, 2018

President’s Circle
Randi & Marc Berson
Bradley Glassman
Charles M. Greef & Shawn Lech
Susan & Alan Hammer
Sherry & Robert Lieb
Leslie & Jay Mayesh
Sandi & Mark Rosenbaum
Sara-Ann & Robert Sanders
Julie & M. Steven Silbermann
Maya & David Silbermann
Trudy & Fred Slater

Torah Circle
Deborah & Scott Berger
Bernice & Kenneth Garbade
Trudy & Fred Slater
Helene & David Mintz

President’s Circle
Randi & Marc Berson
Bradley Glassman
Charles M. Greef & Shawn Lech
Susan & Alan Hammer
Sherry & Robert Lieb
Leslie & Jay Mayesh
Sandi & Mark Rosenbaum
Sara-Ann & Robert Sanders
Julie & M. Steven Silbermann
Maya & David Silbermann
Trudy & Fred Slater

1853 Society
Suzanne & Saul Berkowitz
Nancy & Ken Bernstein
Joni & Alan Cohen
Isabella & Joshua Fiske
Susan & Bruce Greene
Merle & Martin Kalishman
Eileen & Jeffrey Klein
SharriEve & Mark Meller
Eileen & Marc Mellman

Mitzvah Circle
Adrienne & Harvey Berkman
Robin & Richard Bernstein
Andrea & Philip Bershad
Arlene & Richard Bookbinder
Elizabeth Buchbinder
Renee & Jeffrey Cohen
Ruth Dolinko
Barbara Drench
Jane & Howard Ehrenkranz
Cathy & Bruce Fischberg
Andrea & Scott Gillman
Barbara Gottesman
Fran & Mitch Handman
Jayne & James Jacoby
Cindy & Shawn Klein
Julie & Gregg Klein
Leslie & Fred Laventhal
Susan & Andrew Leichter
Dr. Alyce Sands Miller
Sandy & Stephen Greenberg
Lesley & Neil Greenstein
Randi & Greg Jeddis
Ellen & Peter Klein
Karyn Klein
Susan & Richard Kogan
Patricia & Frank Kolodny
Jacqueline & Ira Kopito
Harriet & Marvin Kirschner
Robin & Jeffrey Kollin
Michael Lewis
Ellen & Richard Lincer
Ellen & Scott Loventhal
Judy & Eric Perlmutter
Marian & David Rocker
David Rodin
Barbara & Michael Rosenbaum
Ruth Ross
Ginny & Jeff Roth
Andrew Salz & Nyssa Reine-Salz
Linda & John Schupper
Bunny & Stephen Schwartz
Terry & Ken Starr
Christine & Wayne Strassman
Shari Weiner
Myrna & Marvin Wertheimer

Sloan & Jeffrey Kestenbaum
Barbara & Warren Klein
Karen & David Klugman
Antoinette & Michael Koenig
Arlene & Dan Kollin
Bobbi & Barry Kolton
Jessica & Jay Kooper
Richard Kosson
Alyssa & Avery Kranz
Jill & Brett Krasnode
Beth & Claude Krause
Bette & Stan Kurzweil
Esther Laufman
Debbi & Max Lebersfeld
Andrea & Larry Leff
Scott Levy
Ilena & Paul Lieberman
Debbie & Wayne Locke
Evi Meinhardt
Dr. Ronald Meyers
Carly & David Miller
Marlene & Alan Moscowitz
Cynthia R Pfeffer, M.D.
Art & Brandi Podnos
Sandy & David Posner
Nancy & Scott Ritch
Karen & Steven Rockoff
Lori & Peter Rosenbaum
Marilyn Rosenbaum
Renee & Edward Rosenthal
Enid & Fred Rothman
Anita & Allan Rubinstein
Geri & Milt Schaeffer
Jay Scharer
Luba & Mark Schonwetter
Abby & Barry Silverman
Sivia & Philip Snow
Diane & Ira Starr
Arlene & Herb Tarutz
Debbie & Glenn Turtletaub
Marilyn Wald
Allison & Jonathan Wasserstein
Phyllis Weingarten
Judith & Amnon Weinstock
Barbara G. Weisenfeld
Randi & Scott Wolfson
Naomi Zeitel

Circle of Friends
Mira & Laurence Agron
Phyllis & Barry Becker
Lori & Rick Bernstein
Karen & Frank Bisk
Joel Bornstein
Louise Buchbinder
Leonard Cohen
Allyn & Larry Cooper
Steve Delman
Donna & Marc Ellenbogen
Erica & Bryce Facktor
Helen Farber
Sharon & Larry Feinsod
Annette & Herb Feldman
Marsha & Steven Fiske
Rheda & Raymond Folkman
Joyce & Bruce Freeman
Jamie & Brian Geltzeiler
Evelyn & Amos Gern
Denice & Arnold Gerst
Barbara & Mark Gersten
Debbie & Carey Gertler
Richard Goldsmith
Bonnie & Keith Gurland
Tara & Richard Heyderman
Madeline & Harold Hoffman
Edna & William Horn
Susan Stark & Peter Jackowitz
Deborah & Gregg Jacob
Sandra & Craig Kantor
Valerie & Robert Katz

Circle of Friends
Mira & Laurence Agron
Phyllis & Barry Becker
Lori & Rick Bernstein
Karen & Frank Bisk
Joel Bornstein
Louise Buchbinder
Leonard Cohen
Allyn & Larry Cooper
Steve Delman
Donna & Marc Ellenbogen
Erica & Bryce Facktor
Helen Farber
Sharon & Larry Feinsod
Annette & Herb Feldman
Marsha & Steven Fiske
Rheda & Raymond Folkman
Joyce & Bruce Freeman
Jamie & Brian Geltzeiler
Evelyn & Amos Gern
Denice & Arnold Gerst
Barbara & Mark Gersten
Debbie & Carey Gertler
Richard Goldsmith
Bonnie & Keith Gurland
Tara & Richard Heyderman
Madeline & Harold Hoffman
Edna & William Horn
Susan Stark & Peter Jackowitz
Deborah & Gregg Jacob
Sandra & Craig Kantor
Valerie & Robert Katz

1853 Society
Suzanne & Saul Berkowitz
Nancy & Ken Bernstein
Joni & Alan Cohen
Isabella & Joshua Fiske
Susan & Bruce Greene
Merle & Martin Kalishman
Eileen & Jeffrey Klein
SharriEve & Mark Meller
Eileen & Marc Mellman

Rabbi’s Circle
Jaryn & Ronnie Bloom
Lucy & Joe Borg
Terry & Denis Bovin
Nancy & Richard Dinar
Ina & Howard Drew
Nancy & Bob Eskow
Iris Fisher
Caren & Herb Ford
Beth & Kenneth Friedman
Terri & Mark Friedman
Gittlin & Rosen Families

Sloan & Jeffrey Kestenbaum
Barbara & Warren Klein
Karen & David Klugman
Antoinette & Michael Koenig
Arlene & Dan Kollin
Bobbi & Barry Kolton
Jessica & Jay Kooper
Richard Kosson
Alyssa & Avery Kranz
Jill & Brett Krasnode
Beth & Claude Krause
Bette & Stan Kurzweil
Esther Laufman
Debbi & Max Lebersfeld
Andrea & Larry Leff
Scott Levy
Ilena & Paul Lieberman
Debbie & Wayne Locke
Evi Meinhardt
Dr. Ronald Meyers
Carly & David Miller
Marlene & Alan Moscowitz
Cynthia R Pfeffer, M.D.
Art & Brandi Podnos
Sandy & David Posner
Nancy & Scott Ritch
Karen & Steven Rockoff
Lori & Peter Rosenbaum
Marilyn Rosenbaum
Renee & Edward Rosenthal
Enid & Fred Rothman
Anita & Allan Rubinstein
Geri & Milt Schaeffer
Jay Scharer
Luba & Mark Schonwetter
Abby & Barry Silverman
Sivia & Philip Snow
Diane & Ira Starr
Arlene & Herb Tarutz
Debbie & Glenn Turtletaub
Marilyn Wald
Allison & Jonathan Wasserstein
Phyllis Weingarten
Judith & Amnon Weinstock
Barbara G. Weisenfeld
Randi & Scott Wolfson
Naomi Zeitel
NOTICE TO THE CONGREGATION OF THE BUSINESS

of the

166th ANNUAL MEETING

OF

TEMPLE B’NAI ABRAHAM

TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 2019

AT

7:00 PM

(Snow date: Wednesday, January 30 at 7:00 PM)

➢ ACTING ON BUDGET AND FIXING OF MEMBERSHIP DUES

➢ NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT AND ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

➢ SUCH OTHER BUSINESS AS MAY PROPERLY COME BEFORE THE MEETING UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS

Dessert & Coffee will be served

Committee Reports may be obtained after January 25th

RSVP to the Temple Office at 973-994-2290 or E-mail tbainfo@thanj.org

Bruce H. Greene, D.O., President

Stacey Rosenberg, Secretary
NOTICE TO THE CONGREGATION

NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICE

In accordance with Article XI, section 4 of the Constitution of Temple B’nai Abraham, I submit to you the following names of members nominated by the Committee to be elected at the Annual Meeting of the Congregation.

To serve as Officers for a two (2) year term commencing March 1, 2019:

President                      Bruce Greene
Vice President                Jeffrey Klein
Vice President                Scott Loventhal
Vice President                Stacey Rosenberg
Vice President                Kenneth Starr
Secretary                     Isabella Fiske
Assistant Secretary           Tara Heyelerman
Treasurer                      Carey Gertler
Assistant Treasurer            Craig Kantor

To serve as trustees for a three (3) years term expiring February 28, 2022:

Andrea Bershad                   Jeffrey Kollin
Joel Bornstein                  Jay Kooper
Barbara Jertis Bromberg          Lisa Reisboard
Erica Facktor                   Mark Rosenbaum
Brian Geltzeiler                 M. Steven Silbermann
Neil Greenstein                  Suzanne Weinick

The Nominating Committee wishes to thank those members of the Congregation who furnished suggestions. Everyone whose name was provided received due consideration by the Nominating Committee.

Myrna Wertheimer, Co-chair
   Marjie Zucker, Co-chair

Michelle Barishaw                Randi Jeddiss
Pam Blumhof                      Barry Rothman
Susan Gallinson                  Roberta Samuels
Lesley Greenstein                Scott Wolfson
Gregg Jacob

Respectfully Submitted,

Stacey Rosenberg, Secretary
TBA Congregational Learning: These programs are free and most are open to the community. If you have any questions, please call the Temple office at 973.994.2290.

Monthly Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Dantowitz
Bring your appetite for learning as well as your dairy lunch! Beverages will be provided!

Love, Lust and Power: David, The Biblical Character
Study the Books of Samuel and learn about David and his relationships. Through this exploration we will delve into the themes of love, lust, power and friendship.
Thursdays, January 24, February 28, March 28, April 25 & May 23, 2019, 11:30 AM

Rosh Hodesh with Rabbi Dantowitz, sponsored by Sisterhood—The Women’s Connection
The new moon or new month is a special holiday that women celebrate together. Join Sisterhood in a warm atmosphere of sharing, learning and noshing to welcome each new Hebrew month!

Tuesday, January 8, 7:30 PM—Shevat
Wednesday, February 6, 7:30 PM—Adar I
Thursday, April 4, 7:00 PM—Nissan, A Women’s Seder
Wednesday, May 22, 7:30 PM—Sivan, Lag B’Omer

Parashat HaShavuah
Join the lively discussion of legend and lore, the ancient world and the modern one, the Jewish people’s feelings about its God, and God’s feelings about His people. Through our reading of the weekly portion, and occasional forays into the traditional commentators, we seek not only to understand the profundities of Torah, but also to understand the world and ourselves a little better. Parallel English/Hebrew texts will be used. We hope you’ll stay for services, but even if you can’t, stop by for a weekly dose of Torah!
Saturdays, Parashat HaShavuah, from 9:00 AM to 9:45 AM

TBA Book Group with Rabbi Kulwin
Book Group members know that modern Jewish fiction falls mainly into three categories: books about Israel, books about the Holocaust and books about Jewish life in the Diaspora. In our twentieth year, we read works from each. Some are classics, some are new, and some approach their subject in unusual ways.

Thursday, January 3, 7:30 PM
Good People by Nir Baram
Germany and Russia, 1938. In Berlin, Thomas performs market research for an American company, while Sasha, in Leningrad, is an aspiring intellectual. Each has a grand plan, but it doesn’t matter. Thomas ends up writing propaganda for the Nazis; Sasha edits confessions from the victims of Stalin’s secret police. Then they meet.
CONGREGATIONAL LEARNING

History Through Text with Rabbi Kulwin

Each class is a stand-alone unit so that an inability to attend all (or even most) of the sessions will not be an impediment to an enjoyable and simulating learning experience.

Jews, Art and Jewish Art: The Ten Commandments insist that we are not to make graven images. Nevertheless, graphic arts—to say nothing of music, literature and other artistic forms—have long been associated with Jews and Jewish life. The Torah itself contains prose and poetry of unparalleled beauty; a Renaissance rabbi “proved” that all orchestra instruments were found in the Bible; and Marc Chagall is on anyone’s list of the greatest painters of the 20th Century. We will examine Jewish writings about art, and works of art themselves, to try to understand Judaism’s historic relationship with art, and the prominence art enjoys in Jewish life today.

- Art and the Torah—The Torah contains texts about art and many believe it is a work of art itself. We will look at both perspectives. Thursday, January 17, 7:30 PM
- Art and the Rabbis—Through the reading of Talmudic texts, we will learn about the unease the rabbis felt about art, even as many of them yet had a sense of aesthetic appreciation. Thursday, February 28, 7:30 PM
- Art and the Jewish Renaissance—Especially in Italy, Jews caught the Renaissance spirit, mining their own past for early examples of the most admired civic culture of the day. Thursday, March 14, 7:30 PM
- Jews and Music—Liturgical music, folk music, Mahler, Schoenberg, Copland...what makes it Jewish music? Tuesday, April 9, 7:30 PM
- Jews and Painting—Jewish themes, like Abraham’s near-sacrifice of Isaac, have long been subjects of the greatest western artists; many of those great artists were Jews. How did this happen? Thursday, May 16, 7:30 PM
- Art and the Holocaust—From before the war, from the camps, and certainly since, the Holocaust has inspired artistic works beyond number. Does this say something about the importance of art to the Jews? Thursday, June 13, 7:30 PM

SAVE the Date: TBA 25th Annual Women’s Interfaith Forum
Wednesday, January 23, 6:30 PM (snow date: Thurs, January 24)
sponsored by the Social Action Committee & Sisterhood—The Women’s Connection.
TOPIC: Reality Check: How Far Have Women Come in 25 Years? Details coming soon

For twenty-five years the Temple B’nai Abraham Women’s Interfaith Forum, celebrating the life and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., gathers women from greater Essex County’s houses of worship and faith-based groups to share a vegetarian meal prepared by the women of TBA’s Sisterhood and a discussion about issues of interest to women of all backgrounds. Many guests have attended this event over the years. Acquaintances have turned into friendships as many returning invitees look forward to this yearly event.
Israel was founded 70 years ago, but its future is as unknowable today as it was in 1948. Israel’s army is the most powerful in the region. Recent governments have sought new strategic alliances, making friends with former enemies, and alienating longstanding allies. Its economy is one of the most robust in the world, even as economic disparity widens. The Occupation, majority-minority relations, a serious housing shortage, innumerable matters of “church and state” and other domestic matters fuel ongoing tumult. The struggle to remain both democratic and Jewish grows more and more complex.

What is Israel’s future? Prof. David Myers, a frequent visitor to Temple B’nai Abraham, believes that to understand Israel’s future, it is important to understand its past. Author of numerous definitive works on Jewish and Israeli history, a frequent visitor to Israeli universities, and commentator on contemporary Israel, Myers will explore what Israel’s history can teach us about its future, both that which we can know, and that for which we hope.

Prof. David Myers has been on the faculty of UCLA since 1991, and has served as both Chair of its Department of History and Director of its Center for Jewish Studies. For the year 2017-2018, Myers was also President of the Center for Jewish History in New York City. One of his generation’s most respected Jewish historians, Myers is the author or editor of fifteen books, has written hundreds of scholarly and popular articles, and has lectured at universities throughout North America, as well as in France, Germany, Russia, The Netherlands, and, of course, Israel.

Supported by the Bloom Family Memorial Fund
Free & Open to the Community!
Annual Sports Breakfast
Presenting Guest Speaker
Curtis Martin
Former New York Jet &
Member of the Pro Football Hall of Fame

Sunday, January 27, 2019
Breakfast and Check-in 8:30 AM
Event from 9:30-11:30 AM
@ Temple B'nai Abraham
sponsored by Men's Club

All invited to attend,
bring your family and friends!

Enjoy a hot delicious breakfast cooked by Men's Club Members
Autograph signing opportunity*
50/50 Raffle
*Please note: Autographs limited to 1 item per person and subject to time

Event Pricing
Men's Club or Sisterhood Members: $60 per family**, $30 per adult,
$15 per child under 18
All others: Guests, Non-Sisterhood or Men's Club Members: $75 per family**,
$50 per adult, $15 per child under 18
** Immediate family
>All children under 8 admitted free. Must be accompanied by an adult.

Event Committee: Rob Blumhof, Andy Sonnenberg,
Carey Gertler, Mitch Katz, Rob Stecklow

Andrew Halper & Peter Rosenbaum, Men's Club Co-Presidents
TBA Annual Gala
Honoring
Rabbi Clifford M. Kulwin
Saturday evening
March 30, 2019

Mark your calendar as we celebrate
Rabbi Kulwin on his retirement!
TEEN TIKKUN OLAM OF TEMPLE B’NAI ABRAHAM ASKS YOU TO HELP...

DONATE YOUR OLD COCKTAIL, PROM & BAT MITZVAH DRESSES TO

PROJECT GLAM: PROM 2019

PLEASE BRING DRESSES ON A HANGER TO THE ROLLING RACK, LOCATED IN THE JEWISH LEARNING PROGRAM THROUGH MARCH 28, 2019

THE W'GIRLS ORGANIZATION CREATED PROJECT, GRANTING LASTING AMAZING MEMORIES (GLAM), TO PROVIDE UNDERPRIVILEGED GIRLS WITH PROM DRESSES AND ACCOMPANYING ACCESSORIES SO THAT THEY ARE ABLE TO ENJOY THE RITE OF PASSAGE OF THEIR HIGH SCHOOL PROM.
All funds as of December 18, 2018

ONE FAMILY FUND
In honor of Merle Kalishman’s birthday
Midge & Bob Bajefsky

In memory of Irwin Halper
Cathy & Bruce Fischberg
Caren & Herbert Ford
Evelyn Gern, Norma Weiss, Judy Allen & Isabell Himmelstein
Merle & Marty Kalishman
Sharon & Alan Miller
Ginny & Jeff Roth
JoAnn & Kerry LeBenger
Susan & Gerry Silberman
Joan & Paul Gabin

In honor of the naming of Harper
Maddie Cohn
Julie & Max Silbermann

On the birth of Harper Maddie Cohn
In honor of the Auf Ruf of Evan Rothman
Amy & Barry Rothman

In memory of Michael Uiberall
Sharon & Alan Miller
In memory of Olga Feuer
Susan & Bruce Greene

In honor of Judy Tribucher’s birthday
Judith & Ronald Osur

In honor of Ellen Friedman’s generosity
Mindy Palin

CLERGY DISCRETIONARY FUND
In honor of their granddaughter Harper’s naming
Cathy & Bruce Fischberg

In memory of his father, Norman Perlman, with thanks to Rabbi Kulwin
Steven Perlman

In honor of Rabbi Dantowitz, with thanks
Irving Finkelstein

In memory of her brother, Merritt Peck, with thanks to Rabbi Dantowitz
Andrea Grover

CARING CONNECTIONS
In memory of Irwin Halper
Lynn Dunetz
Linda & Ken Eisenstat

In honor of Abigail Ryan Nengel becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Bobbie Weisenfeld

SHEILA GROSSMAN EARLY SCHOOL FUND
In memory of Irwin Halper
Tina Greenberg & Family

JEWISH LEARNING PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of Irwin Halper
Bernard Epstein

ELLEN & PETER KLEIN GARDEN FLOWER FUND
In memory of Irwin Halper
Ellen & Peter Klein

In memory of Robin Jacobs
Pat Sebold

In honor of Eli Mandel-Klein becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Julie & Max Silbermann
Myrna & Marvin Wertheimer
Cathy & Bruce Fischberg
Pat Sebold
Honi & Ben Wasserman

THE PETER & ELLEN KLEIN TORAH CARE ENDOWMENT FUND
In memory of Irwin Halper
Tina Greenberg & Family

In honor of Eli Mandel-Klein becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Tina Greenberg

KOGAN FAMILY BIRTHDAY FUND
In memory of Irwin Halper
Susan & Richard Kogan

PRIME TIME
In memory of Irwin Halper
Ethel & Bob Singer

DR. JOACHIM PRINZ MEMORIAL LECTURE FUND
In memory of Irwin Halper
Tina Greenberg & Family

PAULINE SCHNACK REINFELD & SAMUEL REINFELD MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Irwin Halper
Sharleen & Andrew Friedman

GENEROUS GIFTS FROM THOUGHTFUL PEOPLE
GENEROUS GIFTS FROM THOUGHTFUL PEOPLE

Yahrzeit Fund
It is a traditional duty of Jews to recite Kaddish for a deceased parent, child, spouse, or sibling (daily during the first year, annually thereafter on the anniversary of death). We thank those who have contributed to the Yahrzeit Fund in memory of their loved ones. May their memories forever be for a blessing...

Yahrzeit of                  Contributor
Marty Kahalas                The Dakss Family
Beatrice Binder              Robert Binder
Ruth Bovin                  Terry & Denis Bovin
Elsie Lieberman             Ilene & Paul Lieberman
Max Brahms                  Ilene & Paul Lieberman
Alex Farber                 Helen Farber
Sidney Applbaum              Debby & Ira Gordon & Family
Rita Bornstein              Arthur Grossman
Dorothy Rosenberg           Arthur Grossman
Charles Neibart             Rheda & Raymond Folkman
Eve Jackson                 Louise Buchbinder & Liz Buchbinder
Joseph Buchbinder           Louise Buchbinder & Liz Buchbinder
Bailey Yudkoff              Jane Fischer
Barney Young                Sherry Lieb
Mae Koplowitz               Carol & Mel Keating
Dorothy Friedman            Ken Friedman
Philip Matlick              Ellen & Peter Klein
Annette Roslyn Cohen        Rochelle Cohen
Lillian Carrol              Rheda & Raymond Folkman
Lillian Sesser              Dr. & Mrs. Ted Pearlman
Bernard Aronoff             Joyce Schneider
Barbara Capon               Michele & Greg Cohen
Martin Cagin                Joan & Harry Cagin
Morton Kreitchman           Robin Walters
Mark Model                   Jennifer & Elliot Scher
Linda Gottlieb              Mr. & Mrs. Steven Eisen
Lillian Schneider           Jessica, Jay, Jordan, & Ethan Kooper
Anna Soled                   Marion & Myron Soled
Alma Rand                   Cathy & Bruce Fischberg
Ethel Sands                 Alyce Sands Miller
Irving Sands                Alyce Sands Miller
Norman Sands                Alyce Sands Miller
Riley Kogen                 Rori & Robert Denholtz
Edythe Stein                Joan & Shelly Horing
Morris Horing               Joan & Shelly Horing
Leah Gomorrah               Frances Frankel
Ruth Glazer                 Jane Ehrenkranz
Alex Glazer                 Jane Ehrenkranz
Phyllis Tabankin            Carol Tomensky
Judith Kollin               Arlene & Dan Kollin
Helen Mendelson             Rheda & Raymond Folkman
Irving Schupper             Linda & John Schupper
Rev. Hyman Arbetman         Honi & Ben Wasserman
N. Arthur Wasserman         Honi & Ben Wasserman
Dorothy Kleinert            Honi & Ben Wasserman
Nathan Kleinert             Honi & Ben Wasserman
JCC MetroWest Women of Valor Event

Congratulations to our TBA member Barbara Birnbaum on being honored and recognized at The Women of Valor event, moderated by TBA member Christine Strassman!
Help Families Affected by Domestic Violence

Jewish Family Service of MetroWest NJ is collecting items to assist Rachel Coalition* families affected by domestic violence.

**COLLECTION DATES: January 2 - January 20**

**ITEMS BEING COLLECTED**
- Diapers
- Diaper Rash Cream, Wipes
- Baby Formula, Baby Food, Bibs
- Individual Packages of Tissues
- Individual Bags of Kosher Pretzels, Crackers or Veggie Straws
- Art Supplies Needed for Children Waiting in the Courthouse: Coloring Books, Small Boxes of Crayons or Markers & Stickers

**DONATION LOCATIONS**
- JCC MetroWest
  760 Northfield Ave.
  West Orange
- Temple Beth Shalom
  193 E. Mount Pleasant Ave.
  Livingston
- Congregation E’nal Jeshurun
  1025 South Orange Ave.
  Short Hills
- Temple E’nal Abraham
  300 East Northfield Ave.
  Livingston
- Congregation Beth El
  222 Irvington Ave.
  South Orange

*Rachel Coalition is a division of Jewish Family Service of MetroWest NJ, and a partnership of eight northern New Jersey organizations working together to provide services and support programs for victims of domestic violence in Essex and Morris Counties.

New Jersey Jewish Film Festival

**19th Annual NJJFF | March 27-April 7**
JANUARY 2019 SERVICES

Friday, January 4
6:30 PM Family Shabbat Service. January birthdays will be celebrated. Toby Singer, composer and musician, will join us for services.

Saturday, January 5
9:00 AM Parashat HaShavuah: Va’era
10:00 AM Shabbat Morning Service
Colette Kay, daughter of Elina and Stan Kay, will be called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah.
Jesse Wayne, son of Stacy and Gary Wayne, will be called to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah.

Friday, January 11
6:30 PM Shabbat Service, The TBA Shabbat Band will join us for services.

Saturday, January 12
9:00 AM Parashat HaShavuah: Bo
9:00 AM Jr. Congregation
10:00 AM Shabbat Morning Service
Madeline Davis, daughter of Jessica and Andrew Davis, will be called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah.
Ian Rothenberg, son of Jennifer and Jason Rothenberg, will be called to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah.

Friday, January 18
6:30 PM Shabbat Service
Ilya Maslov, pianist, will join us for services.

Saturday, January 19
9:00 AM Parashat HaShavuah: Beshalach
10:00 AM Shabbat Morning Services
Sydney Rubin, daughter of Beth and Bart Rubin, will be called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah.
Jake Zalayet, son of Randi and David Zalayet, will be called to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah.

Friday, January 25
6:30 PM Shabbat Service. Ilya Maslov, pianist, will join us for services.

Saturday, January 26
9:00 AM Parashat HaShavuah: Yitro
10:00 AM Shabbat Morning Service
Avery Gourvitz, daughter of Leigh and Jason Gourvitz, will be called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah.

Friday, February 1
6:30 PM Family Shabbat Service. February birthdays will be celebrated. Toby Singer, composer and musician, will join us for services.

Saturday, February 2
9:00 AM Parashat HaShavuah: Mishpatim
10:00 AM Shabbat Morning Service
Edward Heitner, son of Emily Bahler and Stuart Heitner, will be called to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah.
Jack Heitner, son of Emily Bahler and Stuart Heitner, will be called to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah.


300 East Northfield Road
Livingston, New Jersey 07039
mailing address: PO Box 46, Livingston, NJ 07039
www.tbaj.org

Temple 973.994.2290 Fax: 973.994.1838
The Early School 973.994.7016 Fax: 973.994.7999
Jewish Learning Program (K-12) 973.994.3950 Fax: 973.994.7999
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